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DOCUMENT INFORMATION

ORIGINATOR: FBI
FROM: EP
TO: HQ
TITLE:

DATE: 01/25/1968
PAGES: 7
SUBJECT: SEE FBI 62-109060-6095

DOCUMENT_TYPE: PAPER, TEXTUAL DOCUMENT
ORIGINAL_CLASSIFICATION: Unclassified
NEW_CLASSIFICATION:

REVIEW_DATE: 10/30/1998
STATUS: Redact

UPDATE_DATE: 02/14/2001

RESTRICTIONS:

JFK Act 6 (4)

COMMENTS: INC A/T, LHM
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-109060)
FROM: SAC, EL PASO (89-52) (RUC)
SUBJECT: ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY NOVEMBER 22, 1963, DALLAS, TEXAS

and 1/18/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are
an original and six copies of a LHM dated and captioned as
above. One copy of the LHM is being sent to Dallas,
New Orleans, and Los Angeles each for information.

INFORMANTS

IDENTITY LOCATION

EP T-1 is former EP 470-S 134-3 Sub A
EP T-2 is EP 476-S Characterization of

NATHALIE A. GROSS

The negative informant utilized and set forth in LHM
is EP 476-S who was contacted 1/25/68.

3-Bureau (Encls. 7) (RM)
1-Dallas (89-43) (Encls. 1) (Info) (RM)
1-Los Angeles (89-75) (Encls. 1) (Info) (RM)
1-New Orleans (89-68) (Encls. 1) (Info) (RM)

El Paso

FJP:mm

(7)

Approved: Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per

89-52-103